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STARPOOL’S DNA
Flows and treatments through
the use of heat, water and relaxation.
“This formula, with its ancient origins, is the true essence
of every Starpool spa. We express our passion for the
culture of well-being through the design and constant
search for quality of our products and services.”.

Riccardo Turri
CEO Starpool
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All products in the GlamourCollection are overseen by designer  Cristiano Mino
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GLAMOUR IS
A total new look for Starpool products, 
inspired by fascination, elegance and 
seduction; these are the keywords for 
this collection derived from an entirely 
Italian craftsmanship.
A return to the past through an intriguing mix of soft and 
sinuous forms. Selected materials meet the most modern 
techniques and technologies to produce outstanding results 
in terms of hygiene, safety, durability and energy saving.
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GLAMOUR IS...
GREEN

Bio-compatibility
All Glamour products are designed with eco-sustainability in mind. The sauna 
wood is 100% natural and is untreated. The special working of the slats and the 
construction system employed limits the use of adhesives in the installation 
phase, thus optimizing the healthiness of the surroundings.

From the green heart of the Trentino Dolomites. It is here that Starpool draws 
inspiration for its work each day, a place where passion, innovation, belonging, skills 
and eco-sustainability guide the production of the companies whose roots are in 
this earth.

This means that “Be Green” is not just a slogan, but a real, constant and daily 
commitment to the future. Starpool believes in the added value of respect for the 
environment, which is why sustainability forms an integral part of all the company’s 
activities.

Sustainable production
All Glamour products are manufactured with a low environmental impact with 
limited energy consumption from clean and renewable sources, recyclable raw 
materials and external emissions equal to zero.

Renewable materials
Glamour products are manufactured from highly recyclable materials that 
represent over 75% of their weight. The simple system for dismantling the 
components makes it easy to recover the raw materials at the end of a product’s 
life-cycle.

Natural, reusable packaging
All Glamour products are dispatched in firwood boxes from the Fiemme Valley 
that can be collected and re-used many times over, thus reducing the use of new 
packaging materials.

Let’s make a difference!
At Starpool we sort waste materials and, where technically possible, we 
regenerate the components of products that have been withdrawn and are no 
longer in use.
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GREEN TECHNOLOGY

GlamourCollection   
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All Glamour products can be equipped with Touch 
Display technology: software that permits remote 
switch-on, communicating a wide range of functional 
data, malfunction alerts and maintenance check-ups to 
any mobile device.

Touch Display 
technology

All Glamour products feature Energy Efficient 
technology: software that regulates and maintains 
constant temperatures. Energy Efficient is linked to 
automatic door closing, thus permitting energy savings 
of up to 20% compared to normal operation.

Energy Efficient 
software

All Glamour products can be equipped with Eco 
SPA technology: simple and intuitive software 
for the automated management and control of 
all spa equipment. It permits remote diagnostics 
and optimization of energy use. Controlled energy 
distribution avoids any overrun of the maximum kW 
rating in use, resulting in long-term economic savings.

Eco SPA 
technology

GlamourCollection   



Glamour products
GlamourCollection products are available in a wide variety of dimensions and 
layouts. Designed to accommodate more than one person, they can be inserted 
into every type of environment and ideally meet spatial requirements, all while 
retaining their technical and aesthetic qualities. Glamour products include various 
models of heat baths, steam baths and ready-to-install saunas, supplied with 
internal coatings and a wide range of standard equipment. Their modularity 
permits the realization of professional well-being solutions, whether for domestic 
environments or for large-scale spas, ensuring quick and easy installation 
operations, while offering a single point of contact for the creation of a high-
quality spa environment.

GlamourCollection   10   
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ON THE THRESHOLD 
OF A SECRET WORLD

GlamourSteamPro
design Cristiano Mino
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GlamourSteamPro

A RETURN TO THE PAST
GlamourSteamPro revives the ancient rituals of the steam bath, full of charm 
and elegance. The interior, lit by natural diffused lighting, gives the impression of 
being on the threshold of a secret world. The lantern ceilings, with their dimmable 
spotlights, evoke the lighting typical of the architecture of the ancient Arab 
hammam. Gold and silver accentuate the functional elements, as does the steam 
inlet in anodized aluminium which, forged in a single pressing, produces jewels that 
lend strength and personality to the ambience.

GlamourSteamPro   

FROM  2
TO  12

from195 to 375

from 105 to 375

243
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NOT JUST STEAM

STEAM BATH
The patented Air Steam System mixes the steam 
with the air in the correct quantities and distributes 
it uniformly, increasing the temperature to 43/45°C 
and the relative humidity to 98%.

SENSORY AROMA
The aroma of eucalyptus, mixed with steam, 
emphasizes the benefits of the treatment.

GlamourSteamPro is a modular product supplied internally 
coated and with a wide range of equipment.

GlamourSteamPro   
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LIGHTING 
The interior features soft lighting with a particularly 

natural effect. The lantern ceilings with dimmable 
spots evoke the lighting typical of the architecture of 

the ancient Arab hammam.

MUSIC
The music kit offers the preset Spa Music by Starpool. 

There is also an audio MP3 player with USB and 
Bluetooth technology as standard.

GlamourSteamPro   
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FUNCTIONAL 
DESIGN
The careful selection of high-quality materials for the coating 
combined with the latest techniques and technologies 
ensure very high levels of hygiene for GlamourSteamPro.

1_DOOR
Comfort, practicality and accessibility. 
Thanks to the door extended to 87 cm 
in width, GlamourSteamPro is the first 
professional barrier-free product.

4_MODULARITY
GlamourSteamPro is a finished product, 
supplied with internal coating, consisting 
of self-supporting modular walls with 

6_PATENTED AIR STEAM 
SYSTEM
The exclusive patented Air Steam 
System produces a special mixture 
of steam, fresh air and aromas to 
produce better air quality with uniform 
distribution that avoids stratification.

8_WALL JET
The number of jets increases as the 
dimensions of GlamourSteamPro are 
increased. The jet is ideal for refreshing 
the body during the steam bath and for 
facilitating cleaning.

BE GREEN
GlamourSteamPro is fitted as standard 
with the “Green Pack” system, with 
automatic door closing, a door-open 
sensor capable of switching the heat 
supply off and “Energy Efficient” 
software to control and maintain the 
temperature, all of which optimizes 
energy consumption and avoids wasting 
energy.

7_ALARM BUTTON
The alarm system communicates 
remotely and permits rapid intervention 
in the event of an emergency.

5_SAFE STEAM ADMISSION
The anodized aluminium steam inlet 
ensures safe admission of the steam 
and avoids guests entering into direct 
contact with the heat source.

2_ZERO GROUTING
With a grout surface of less than 1% 
of the glass or EcoStone coating, 
GlamourSteamPro is a product that 
offers the best guarantee for hygiene.

3_SUSPENDED SEATING
The suspended seating, detached from 
the wall, means easy cleaning and no 
water build-up. The EcoStone seating is 
anti-static and anti-bacterial.

high-tech fittings. Their self-supporting 
nature eliminates the need for masonry 
work while their modularity ensures fast 
and safe installation. The product can be 
removed and reassembled elsewhere at 
any time, safeguarding the investment 
over time.

GlamourSteamPro   
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FITTINGS

ECOSTONE
Wall in white or 
black EcoStone

SEATING
EcoStone ton sur ton 
with wall coating.

FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS
Steam inlet, wall columns and 
feet for seating in anodized 
aluminium. Choice of gold or 
silver.
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OPTICAL
Wall in fluted white or 
black crystal.

SEATING
EcoStone ton sur ton 
with wall coating.

FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS
Steam inlet, wall columns and 
feet for seating in anodized 
aluminium. Choice of gold or 
silver.

GlamourSteamPro   
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DATA SHEET

GlamourSteamPro GlamourSteamPro Vision

AVAILABLE EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS (cm)

195 L x 105 P x  243 H 195 L x 105 P x 243 H

195 L x 195 P x  243 H 195 L x 195 P x  243 H

285 L x 195 P x  243 H 285 L x 195 P x  243 H

285 L x 285 P x  243 H 285 L x 285 P x  243 H

375 L x 195 P x  243 H 375 L x 195 P x  243 H (*)

375 L x 285 P x  243 H 375 L x 285 P x  243 H (*)

375 L x 375 P x  243 H 375 L x 375 P x  243 H (*)

VOLTAGE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE

MAX. CONSUMPTION IN KW 6,5 - 18,5

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION Steam bath

TEMPERATURE 43 - 45°C

RELATIVE HUMIDITY 98%

HEATING Patented AirSteamSystem with timed aroma release

LIGHTING Ceiling spotlights, dimmable white LED 2700°K 
(number varies according to dimensions)

MUSIC KIT Integrated music kit with preset selection of Spa Music by Starpool and MP3 
player with USB and Bluetooth technology

SEATING EcoStone ton sur ton with wall coating

HEAT SOURCE / FEET BELOW SEATING / ANGULAR COLUMNS Silver/gold anodized aluminium

FRAME / DOOR

Door frame in AISI 316L steel. 
Door in tempered crystal, 
10 mm thick 
Door width 87 cm.  
Handle: steel / steel AISI 316L

Perimeter frame for front glass with 
3-cm solid surface. 
Door in tempered crystal, 10 mm thick. 
Door width 87 cm. 
Handle: steel / steel

STRUCTURE High density insulation walls with self-supporting rigid aluminium frame (min. 
thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.49 W/m2K)

EcoStone white Walls and seating in white EcoStone

EcoStone black Walls and seating in black EcoStone

Optical white Walls in ribbed white crystal
Seating in white EcoStone

Optical black Walls in ribbed black crystal
Seating in black EcoStone

FITTINGS

x2 x2

x4

x6

x8

x6

x10

x12

x4

x6

x8

x6

x10

x12

N.B. No flooring is provided for GlamourSteamPro: this must be realized according to the planning arrangements.
(*) The glazed front of the Vision version can measure up to a maximum of 285 cm: for larger layouts two walls are provided on the left and right sides of the glazing.
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GlamourSteamPro & GlamourSteamPro Vision – functions:

All layouts are available on page  62.

ALARM Button inside cabin

AROMATIZED STEAM BATH Activated from technical area

LIGHT Activated from technical area

MP3 WITH MUSIC PLAY/STOP/REW/FF/VOLUME+/- Activated from technical area

WALL JET, COLD WATER ONLY Activated from technical area

GlamourSteamPro

PERIMETER DIMENSIONS
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A JOURNEY INTO THE 
PAST TO THE HEART OF 
A FASCINATING NORDIC 
CULTURE

GlamourSaunaPro
design Cristiano Mino

24   GlamourSaunaPro   
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GlamourSaunaPro

THE FINNISH 
FAVOURITE
GlamourSaunaPro brings up-to-date the fascinating aspects of Nordic culture, 
breathing new life into traditional ambiences. The Savublack version in firwood from 
the Fiemme Valley reinterprets the typical “Savusauna” or “SmokeSauna” – a Finnish 
favourite – where the absence of any chimney causes soot to accumulate on the 
seating and walls. The special black waxed treatment ensures maximum cleanliness 
along with a muted atmospheric effect in natural tones of coal, dark brown and 
anthracite. Combining tradition and innovation, there is also a version in Canadian red 
cedar with its special antibacterial and disinfectant properties, as well as Italian linden 
with its characteristic veiled white and powdery ambience.

GlamourSaunaPro   

FROM  2
TO  12

from 195 to 375

from 105 to375

from 233 to 256
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HEAT, COLOUR, 
PERFUMES AND MUSIC

HEAT BATH
The internal stove recreates the principles of the 
Finnish sauna with a temperature of 80-90°C and a 
relative humidity of 10-20%. Alternatively, the stove 
with humidifier offers a new version: the “soft sauna” 
with a temperature 50-60°C and a relative humidity 
of 40-60%.

NATURAL WOODS
The various coatings not only produce amazing 
chromatic effects, but have numerous curious 
properties: from the Canadian red cedar with its 
disinfectant characteristics, to the sweetness of 
the linden and the enveloping perfume of the black 
waxed fir.

GlamourSaunaPro features details, clean aesthetics and 
materials of natural inspiration that are pleasing to the touch, 
making the sauna experience yet more intensive.

GlamourSaunaPro   
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LIGHTING 
A cascade of indirect light naturally illuminates the interior, 

emphasizing the purity of the wood to create an enveloping 
effect. Soft, homogenous lighting evokes the naturally lit 

sauna, where the light was filtered from small windows set 
in the walls.

MUSIC
The music kit offers the preset Spa Music by Starpool. 

There is also an audio MP3 player with USB and 
Bluetooth technology as standard.

GlamourSaunaPro   
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FUNCTIONAL
DESIGN
Skilled hands take simple, precious raw materials and 
turn them into ambiences that are perfect in every detail. 
GlamourSaunaPro is a blend of tradition and fascination that 
is synonymous with the quality of the materials and artistic 
working of designs that both satisfy and reward over time.

1_DOOR
Comfort, practicality and accessibility. 
Thanks to the door extended to 87 cm 
in width, GlamourSaunaPro is the first 
professional barrier-free product.

4_ALARM BUTTON
The alarm system communicates 
remotely and permits rapid intervention 
in the event of an emergency.

BE GREEN
GlamourSaunaPro is fitted as standard 
with the “Green Pack” system, with 
automatic door closing, a door-open 
sensor capable of switching the heat 
supply off and “Energy Efficient” 
software to control and maintain the 
temperature, all of which optimizes 
energy consumption and avoids wasting 
energy.

2_MODULARITY
GlamourSaunaPro is a finished product, 
supplied with internal coating, consisting 
of self-supporting modular walls with 
high-tech fittings. Their self-supporting 
nature eliminates the need for masonry 
work while their modularity ensures fast 
and safe installation. The product can be 

3_SAFETY AND CONTROL
The stove, the natural centre of the 
sauna, is in an absolutely safe position, 
isolated from the structure by means 
of a wall of crystal/EcoStone for total 
protection from the heat. The pressure 
safety system installed above the 
stove disconnects the supply to ensure 
greater safety.

removed and reassembled elsewhere at 
any time, safeguarding the investment 
over time.

GlamourSaunaPro   
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FITTINGS
SAVUBLACK FIR
Walls and seating in black 
waxed fir from the Fiemme 
Valley.

LINDEN
Walls and seating in linden 
wood.
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RED CEDAR
Walls and seating in 
Canadian red cedar.

WALL COATING BEHIND STOVE

EcoStone white
Single slab 
in white EcoStone.

EcoStone black
Single slab 
in black EcoStone.

Crystal white
Single slab in plain white 
back-painted crystal.

Crystal black
Single slab in plain black 
back-painted crystal.
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DATA SHEET

GlamourSaunaPro GlamourSaunaPro Vision

N.B. No flooring is provided for GlamourSaunaPro: this must be realized according to the planning arrangements.
(*) The glazed front of the Vision version can measure up to a maximum of 285 cm: for larger layouts two walls are provided on the left and right sides of the glazing.

AVAILABLE EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS (*) [cm]

195 L x 105 P x  233 H 195 L x 105 P x 233 H

195 L x 195 P x  233 H 195 L x 195 P x  233 H

285 L x 195 P x  233 H 285 L x 195 P x  233 H

285 L x 285 P x  233 H 285 L x 285 P x  233 H

285 L x 375 P x 256 H 285 L x 375 P x 256 H

375 L x 195 P x  233 H 375 L x 195 P x  233 H (*)

375 L x 285 P x  233 H 375 L x 285 P x  233 H (*)

375 L x 375 P x  256 H 375 L x 375 P x  256 H (*)

VOLTAGE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE

MAX. CONSUMPTION IN KW 6,5 - 24,5

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION Finnish sauna / Soft sauna 

TEMPERATURE 80 – 90°C Finnish sauna / 50 – 60°C Soft sauna

RELATIVE HUMIDITY 10 – 20% Finnish sauna / 40 – 60% Soft sauna 

HEATING Electric stove

LIGHTING Ceiling strip, dimmable white LED 2700°K 

MUSIC KIT Integrated music kit with preset selection of Spa Music by Starpool and MP3 
player with USB and Bluetooth technology

FRAME / DOOR

External door frame in AISI 316L steel 
/ interior wood.
Door in tempered crystal, 10 mm thick 
Door width 87 cm.  
Handle: steel / wood

Perimeter frame for front glazing of 
same wood as interior walls (3 cm).
Door in tempered crystal, 10 mm 
thick. Door width 87 cm. 
Handle: steel / wood

STRUTTURA High density insulation walls with self-supporting aluminium frame (min. 
thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.67 W/m2K)

EcoStone white Single slab in white EcoStone

EcoStone black Single slab in black EcoStone

Crystal white Single slab in plain white back-painted crystal

Crystal black Single slab in plain black back-painted crystal

Sauvblack Fir Walls, seating, ceiling and stove covering in waxed black fir

Red Cedar Walls, seating, ceiling and stove covering in Canadian red cedar

Linden Walls, seating, ceiling and stove covering in linden wood

WALL COATING BEHIND STOVE

FITTINGS

x2 x2

x4 x4

x6 x6

x8 x8

x6 x6

x10

x10

x10

x10

x12 x12
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GlamourSaunaPro & GlamourSaunaPro Vision – functions:

All layouts are available on page  64.

ALARM Button inside cabin

STEAM BATH Activated from technical area

LIGHT Activated from technical area

MP3 WITH MUSIC PLAY/STOP/REW/FF/VOLUME+/- Activated from technical area

GlamourSaunaPro

PERIMETER DIMENSIONS

min 195 / max 375

min 215 / max 395
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TIMELESS FASCINATION

Glamour
MediterraneanPro
design Cristiano Mino
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Glamour
MediterraneanPro

THE BEST PLACE FOR 
SOCIALIZING IN A SPA
Its inspiration comes from the laconicum of Roman origin, a Mediterranean alternative 
to the intense heat of the Nordic sauna and the high humidity of the Middle Eastern 
hammam. Starting on this basis, Starpool’s patented technology has created an 
ambience with the same degree of hospitality and sociability, but with much higher 
performances that are adapted to the modern era. The milder temperatures (45-50° 
C) accompanied by slightly higher humidity (55-65%) ensure the maximum enjoyment
of the benefits, shortening the length of time required for treatment without ignoring
comfort and effectiveness. Guests are surrounded by a glamorous environment that
speaks of elegance, sophistication and a level of luxury that is welcoming rather than
exclusive, like the nature of the Mediterranean bath itself.

GlamourMediterraneanPro   

FROM  4
TO  12

from 195 to 375

from 195 to 375

243
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NOT JUST HEAT

STEAM BATH
The patented system ensures that the heat radiates 
from the walls, increasing the ambient temperature 
to 45-50°C with a relative humidity a 55-65%. The 
transfer effect of the heat stimulates a gradual and 
uniform perspiration without stressing the physique.

With its modularity, selected coatings, 
innovative technologies and patented systems, 
GlamourMediterraneanPro offers an alternative to the 
intense heat of the sauna and steam bath.

GlamourMediterraneanPro   

SOFT LIGHTING
The ceiling with its dimmable lights naturally 
illuminates the interior with beams of white light.
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SENSORY AROMA
GlamourMediterraneanPro’s distinguishing emotional 
qualities are produced by the ceiling distributor which 

releases an aromatic flow onto the warm stones of 
the stove accompanied by an energizing red light. 

This timed nebulization creates a warm cloud of 
steam that diffuses a delicate scent of lavender into 

the surroundings.

MUSIC
The music kit offers the preset Spa Music by Starpool. 

There is also an audio MP3 player with USB and 
Bluetooth technology as standard.

GlamourMediterraneanPro   
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FUNCTIONAL 
DESIGN
The modularity of GlamourMediterraneanPro is enhanced by 
its standard instrumentations to create an absolutely original 
atmosphere, exclusive to the Mediterraneo by Starpool 
technology.

1_DOOR
Comfort, practicality and accessibility. 
Thanks to the door extended to 87 cm in 
width, GlamourMediterraneanPro is the 
first professional barrier-free product.

7_WALL JET
The number of jets increases 
as the dimensions of 
GlamourMediterraneanPro are increased. 
The jet is ideal for refreshing the body 
during the steam bath and for facilitating 
cleaning.

BE GREEN
GlamourMediterraneanPro is fitted as 
standard with the “Green Pack” system, 
with automatic door closing, a door-
open sensor capable of switching the 
heat supply off and “Energy Efficient” 
software to control and maintain the 
temperature, all of which optimizes 
energy consumption and avoids wasting 
energy.

6_ALARM BUTTON
The alarm system communicates 
remotely and permits rapid intervention 
in the event of an emergency.

5_PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
The exclusive patented system with 
radiating walls supplies a constant 
heat that is further emphasized by the 
Mediterraneo by Starpool technology. 
The ceiling distributor releases nebulized 
water perfumed with lavender onto the 
warm stones of the stove to produce a 
slight increase in humidity and a range of 
aromatic and visual emotions.

2_ZERO GROUTING
With a grout surface of less than 1% 
of the glass or EcoStone coating, 
GlamourMediterraneanPro is a product 
that offers the best guarantee for 
hygiene.

3_SUSPENDED SEATING
The suspended seating, detached from 
the wall, means easy cleaning and no 
water build-up. The EcoStone of the 
seating is anti-static and anti-bacterial.

4_MODULARITY
GlamourMediterraneanPro is a finished 
product, supplied with internal coating, 
consisting of self-supporting modular walls 
with high-tech fittings. Their self-supporting 
nature eliminates the need for masonry work 
while their modularity ensures fast and safe 
installation. The product can be removed 
and reassembled elsewhere at any time, 
safeguarding the investment over time.

GlamourMediterraneanPro   
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FITTINGS

ECOSTONE
Wall in black or 
white EcoStone.

SEATING
EcoStone ton sur ton 
with wall coating.

FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS
Stove covering, ceiling distributor, 
wall columns and feet for seating 
in anodized aluminium. Choice of 
gold or silver.
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OPTICAL
Wall in fluted white or
 black crystal.

SEATING
EcoStone ton sur ton 
with wall coating.

FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS
Stove covering, ceiling distributor, 
wall columns and feet for seating in 
anodized aluminium. Choice of gold 
or silver.
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DATA SHEET

GlamourMediterraneanPro GlamourMediterraneanPro Vision

AVAILABLE EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS (cm)

195 L x 195 P x  243 H 195 L x 195 P x 243 H

285 L x 195 P x  243 H 285 L x 195 P x  243 H

285 L x 285 P x  243 H 285 L x 285 P x  243 H

375 L x 195 P x  243 H 375 L x 195 P x  243 H (*)

375 L x 285 P x  243 H 375 L x 285 P x  243 H (*)

375 L x 375 P x  243 H 375 L x 375 P x  243 H (*)

VOLTAGE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE

MAX. CONSUMPTION IN KW 10,3 - 13,3

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION Bagno mediterraneo

TEMPERATURE 45 - 50°C

RELATIVE HUMIDITY 55 - 65%

HEATING Irraggiamento da parete e convezione da stufa elettrica

LIGHTING Faretti spot a soffitto, luce a LED bianca dimmerabile 2700°K  
(il numero varia in base alle dimensioni)

MUSIC KIT Kit musica integrato con selezione spa music by Starpool precaricata e
lettore MP3 con tecnologia USB e Bluetooth

SEATING Ecostone ton sur ton con il rivestimento delle pareti

CEILING DISTRIBUTOR / HEAT SOURCE / FEET BELOW SEATING / 
ANGULAR COLUMNS Alluminio anodizzato argento/oro

FRAME / DOOR

Telaio porta in acciaio AISI 316L.  
Porta in cristallo temperato,  
sp. 10 mm.  
Luce porta 87 cm.  
Maniglia: acciaio / legno

Cornice perimetrale alla vetrata 
frontale in solid sourface da 3 cm. 
Porta in cristallo temperato sp. 10 mm. 
Luce porta 87 cm.
Maniglia: acciaio / legno

STRUCTURE Pareti in materiale isolante ad alta densità, con telaio in alluminio 
autoportante e antiflessione (spessore minimo 7,5 cm, U= 0,49 W/m2K)

EcoStone white Walls and seating in white EcoStone

EcoStone black Walls and seating in black EcoStone

Optical white Walls in fluted white crystal
Seating in white EcoStone

Optical black Walls in fluted black crystal
Seating in black EcoStone

FITTINGS

x4 x4

x6

x8

x6

x10

x12

x6

x8

x6

x10

x12

N.B. No flooring is provided for GlamourMediterraneanPro: this must be realized according to the planning arrangements.
(*) The glazed front of the Vision version can measure up to a maximum of 285 cm: for larger layouts two walls are provided on the left and right sides of the glazing.
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GlamourMediterraneanPro Vision

GlamourMediterraneanPro   

GlamourMediterraneanPro & GlamourMediterraneanPro Vision – functions:

All layouts are available on page  66.

ALARM Button inside cabin

WALL HEATING Activated from technical area

LIGHT Activated from technical area

MP3 WITH MUSIC PLAY/STOP/REW/FF/VOLUME+/- Activated from technical area

WALL JET, COLD WATER ONLY Activated from technical area

GlamourMediterraneanPro

PERIMETER DIMENSIONS

min 195 / max 375

min 215 / max 395
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COLD HAS NEVER BEEN 
SO GLAMOUROUS

GlamourIcePro
design Cristiano Mino
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GlamourIcePro

NORDIC 
INSPIRATIONS
Well-being combined with a burst of fresh energy: the Finns believe that diving into 
the snow after a sauna is not just pleasant, but also necessary for rebalancing the 
body temperature. GlamourIcePro thus offers a cold ambience with finely crushed 
ice to recreate the most authentic cold reactions, characterized by rigorous forms 
and chromatic vibrations.

50   GlamourIcePro   

FROM  3
TO  12

285

from 195 to285

from 296 to 306
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INTENSE COLD

COOL SYSTEM
The Cool System tecnique distributes the cold air 
uniformly, keeping the temperature at between 5°C 
and 15°C.

ICE CASCADE
The finely crushed ice in the anodized aluminium basin 
helps in cooling the body.
Starting with the lower limbs, it is recommended that 
the guest rubs their body with ice packs in order to 
stimulate the immune system, improving the circulation 
and oxygenation of the tissues and thus invigorating the 
whole organism.

GlamourIcePro is the new cold reaction line from Starpool 
combining elements which, with its advanced design, come 
together in a unique synthesis of functionality and beauty.

GlamourIcePro   
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COLOUR
The dimmable ceiling lights diffuse a blue colour to 

create unexpected reflections on the walls, while two 
spotlights located inside the ceiling distributor give the 

ice a light of its own, lending it an iridescent effect.

MUSIC
The music kit offers the preset Spa Music by Starpool. 

There is also an audio MP3 player with USB and 
Bluetooth technology as standard.

GlamourIcePro   
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FUNCTIONAL
DESIGN
GlamourIcePro is the result of a project designed and 
developed by the Starpool design team who, with their 
particular sense for materials and proportions, have managed 
to combine comfort with superior performance.

1_DOOR
Comfort, practicality and accessibility. 
Thanks to the door extended to 87 
cm in width, GlamourIcePro is the first 
professional barrier-free product.

COOL SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
GlamourIcePro is fitted as standard with 
the Cool System, developed together 
with refrigeration specialists. Cool 
System will keep the temperature at 
between 5°C and 15°C.

BE GREEN
GlamourIcePro is fitted as standard with 
the “Green Pack” system, with automatic 
door closing, a door-open sensor capable 
of switching the heat supply off and 
“Energy Efficient” software to control 
and maintain the temperature, all of 
which optimizes energy consumption 
and avoids wasting energy.

6_WALL JET
The number of jets increases as the 
dimensions of GlamourIcePro are 
increased. The jet is ideal for refreshing 
the body during the steam bath and for 
facilitating cleaning.

5_ALARM BUTTON
The alarm system communicates 
remotely and permits rapid intervention 
in the event of an emergency.

2_ZERO GROUTING
With a grout surface of less than 1% 
of the glass or EcoStone coating, 
GlamourIcePro is a product that offers 
the best guarantee for hygiene.

3_MODULARITY
GlamourIcePro is a finished product, 
supplied with internal coating, consisting 
of self-supporting modular walls with 
high-tech fittings. Their self-supporting 
nature eliminates the need for masonry 
work while their modularity ensures fast 
and safe installation. The product can be 
removed and reassembled elsewhere at 
any time, safeguarding the investment 
over time.

4_ICE BASIN
The finely crushed ice is kept in a basin 
of anodized aluminium to help in cooling 
the body.

GlamourIcePro   
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FITTINGS

ECOSTONE
Wall in white or 
black EcoStone.

SEATING
Ecostone ton sur ton 
with wall coating.

FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS
Ice basin, ceiling distributor, wall 
columns and feet for seating in 
anodized aluminium. Choice of 
gold or silver.
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OPTICAL
Wall in fluted white or 
black crystal.

SEATING
EcoStone ton sur ton 
with wall coating.

FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS
Ice basin, ceiling distributor, wall 
columns and feet for seating in 
anodized aluminium. Choice of 
gold or silver.
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DATA SHEET

GlamourIcePro GlamourIcePro Vision

AVAILABLE EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS (cm)
285 L x 195 P x  296 H 285 L x 195 P x 296 H

285 L x 285 P x  306 H 285 L x 285 P x  306 H

VOLTAGE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE

MAX. CONSUMPTION IN KW 2

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION Cool System cooling apparatus

TEMPERATURE da 5°C a 15°C

COOLING Cooling apparatus and ice cascade system

LIGHTING Ceiling spotlights, dimmable blue LEDs (number varies according to dimen-
sions) + 2 LED spots positioned in the ceiling distributor

MUSIC KIT Integrated music kit with preset selection of Spa Music by Starpool and audio 
MP3 system with USB and Bluetooth technology

SEATING EcoStone ton sur ton with wall colour

CEILING DISTRIBUTOR / ICE BASIN / FEET BELOW SEATING / 
ANGULAR COLUMNS Silver/gold anodized aluminium

FRAME / DOOR

Door frame in AISI 316L steel. 
Door in tempered crystal,  
10 mm thick 
Door width 87 cm.  
Handle: steel / steel AISI 316

Perimeter frame for front glazing with 
3-cm solid surface. 
Door in tempered crystal, 10 mm thick. 
Door width 87 cm. 
Handle: steel / steel

STRUTTURA High density insulation walls with self-supporting rigid aluminium frame 
(min. thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.49 W/m2K)

EcoStone white Walls and seating in white EcoStone

EcoStone black Walls and seating in black EcoStone

Optical white Walls in fluted white crystal
Seating in white EcoStone

Optical black Walls in fluted black crystal
Seating in black EcoStone

FITTINGS

x3 x3

x6x6

N.B. No flooring is provided for GlamourIcePro: this must be realized according to the planning arrangements.
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GlamourIcePro & GlamourIcePro Vision – functions: 

All layouts are available on page 68.

ALARM Button inside cabin

COOLING APPARATUS AND ICE CASCADE SYSTEM Activated from technical area

LIGHT Activated from technical area

MP3 WITH MUSIC PLAY/STOP/REW/FF/VOLUME+/- Activated from technical area

WALL JET, COLD WATER ONLY Activated from technical area

GlamourIcePro

PERIMETER DIMENSIONS

min 195 / max 375

min 215 / max 395
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ON / OFF Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area

ALARM Button inside cabin Button inside cabin Button inside cabin Button inside cabin

LIGHT Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area

MP3 WITH MUSIC PLAY/STOP/REW/FF/VOLUME+/- Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area

WALL JET, COLD WATER ONLY Wall jet in the cabin. The number of jets increases as the dimentions of the 
cabin are increased. - Wall jet in the cabin. The number of jets increases

as the dimentions of the cabin are increased.
Wall jet in the cabin. The number of jets increases

as the dimentions of the cabin are increased.

ECO SPA TECHNOLOGY / TOUCH DISPLAY yes yes yes yes

Comparative Table

COMPARATIVE TABLE
DA

TA
 S

H
EE

T
FU

N
CT

IO
N

S

GlamourSteamPro
+ Vision

GlamourSaunaPro
+ Vision

GlamourMediterraneanPro
+ Vision

GlamourIcePro
+ Vision

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION Steam bath Finnish sauna / Soft sauna Mediterranean bath Cool System cooling apparatus

TEMPERATURE 43 - 45°C 80 – 90°C Finnish sauna /
50 – 60°C Soft sauna 45 - 50°C da 5° a 15 °

RELATIVE HUMIDITY 98% 10 – 20% Finnish sauna /
40 – 60% Soft sauna 55 - 65% -

HEATING Patented AirSteamSystem with timed aroma release Electric stove Radiation from wall,
convection from electric stove Cooling apparatus and ice cascade system

VOLTAGE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE

CONSUMPTION IN KW 6,5 - 18,5 6,5 - 24,5 10,3 - 13,3 2

LIGHTING Ceiling spotlights, dimmable white LED 2700°K 
(number varies according to dimensions) Ceiling strip, dimmable white LED 2700°K Ceiling spotlights, dimmable white LED 2700°K

(number varies according to dimensions)

Ceiling spotlights, dimmable blue LEDs (number
varies according to dimensions) + 2 LED spots

positioned in the ceiling distributor

STRUCTURE High density insulation walls with self-supporting rigid aluminium frame 
(min. thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.49 W/m2K)

High density insulation walls with
self-supporting aluminium frame

(min. thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.67 W/m2K)

High density insulation walls with
self-supporting rigid aluminium frame

 (min. thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.49 W/m2K)

High density insulation walls with
self-supporting rigid aluminium frame

(min. thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.49 W/m2K)
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ON / OFF Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area

ALARM Button inside cabin Button inside cabin Button inside cabin Button inside cabin

LIGHT Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area

MP3 WITH MUSIC PLAY/STOP/REW/FF/VOLUME+/- Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area Activated from technical area

WALL JET, COLD WATER ONLY Wall jet in the cabin. The number of jets increases as the dimentions of the
cabin are increased. - Wall jet in the cabin. The number of jets increases 

as the dimentions of the cabin are increased.
Wall jet in the cabin. The number of jets increases 

as the dimentions of the cabin are increased.

ECO SPA TECHNOLOGY / TOUCH DISPLAY yes yes yes yes

Comparative Table

GlamourSteamPro
+ Vision

GlamourSaunaPro
+ Vision

GlamourMediterraneanPro
+ Vision

GlamourIcePro
+ Vision

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION Steam bath Finnish sauna / Soft sauna Mediterranean bath Cool System cooling apparatus

TEMPERATURE 43 - 45°C 80 – 90°C Finnish sauna / 
50 – 60°C Soft sauna 45 - 50°C da 5° a 15 °

RELATIVE HUMIDITY 98% 10 – 20% Finnish sauna / 
40 – 60% Soft sauna 55 - 65% -

HEATING Patented AirSteamSystem with timed aroma release Electric stove Radiation from wall, 
convection from electric stove Cooling apparatus and ice cascade system

VOLTAGE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE 400 VAC 3P+N+PE

CONSUMPTION IN KW 6,5 - 18,5 6,5 - 24,5 10,3 - 13,3 2

LIGHTING Ceiling spotlights, dimmable white LED 2700°K
(number varies according to dimensions) Ceiling strip, dimmable white LED 2700°K Ceiling spotlights, dimmable white LED 2700°K 

(number varies according to dimensions)

Ceiling spotlights, dimmable blue LEDs (number 
varies according to dimensions) + 2 LED spots 

positioned in the ceiling distributor

STRUCTURE High density insulation walls with self-supporting rigid aluminium frame
(min. thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.49 W/m2K)

High density insulation walls with 
self-supporting aluminium frame 

(min. thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.67 W/m2K)

High density insulation walls with 
self-supporting rigid aluminium frame

 (min. thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.49 W/m2K)

High density insulation walls with 
self-supporting rigid aluminium frame 

(min. thickness 7.5 cm, U= 0.49 W/m2K)
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LAYOUT

GlamourSteamPro

195 x 105 cm 195 x 195 cm 285 x 195 cm 285 x 285 cm

A B* A* A*

B* B

B1* C

C*

C1*

C*B*

C*

(*) All layouts shown are also available in the Vision version. The direction of door opening is determined at the moment of purchase.
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375 x 195 cm 375 x 285 cm 375 x 375 cm

A*A* A*

A1*

B

C*

B

C

(*) All layouts shown are also available in the Vision version. The direction of door opening is determined at the moment of purchase.
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LAYOUT

GlamourSaunaPro

195 x 105 cm 195 x 195 cm 285 x 195 cm 285 x 285 cm

B* B* A* A*

C* C*

B1*

B*B*

C*

C*

C1*

(*) All layouts shown are also available in the Vision version. The direction of door opening is determined at the moment of purchase.
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375 x 195 cm 375 x 285 cm 375 x 375 cm

A* A*A*

A1* B

B* C

B1*

C*

C1*

(*) All layouts shown are also available in the Vision version. The direction of door opening is determined at the moment of purchase.
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LAYOUT

GlamourMediterraneanPro

195 x 195 cm 285 x 195 cm 285 x 285 cm

B* A* A*

B

C

B*

B1*

C*

C1*

C*

(*) All layouts shown are also available in the Vision version. The direction of door opening is determined at the moment of purchase.
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375 x 195 cm 375 x 285 cm 375 x 375 cm

A* A* A*

A1* B

B C

C

(*) All layouts shown are also available in the Vision version. The direction of door opening is determined at the moment of purchase.
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LAYOUTLAYOUT

GlamourIcePro

285 x 195 cm 285 x 285 cm

A* B*

(*) All layouts shown are also available in the Vision version. The direction of door opening is determined at the moment of purchase.
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